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Abstract
Lower bounds for some explicit decision problems over the complex numbers are given.
The decision problems considered are certain zero-dimensional subsets of N × C, and can be
assimilated to a countable family of polynomials gi. More precisely, one should decide for input
(i; x) if gi(x)= 0.
A lower bound for deciding if a polynomial gi vanishes at some x can be derived from a
uniform lower bound for the evaluation of all f∈ (gi). That bound is obtained by means of an
arithmetic invariant of the roots of gi, the Newton diagram of f and other known techniques.
c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
A model of computation over the ring C of complex numbers was introduced
in [5]. A Machine over C operates on a bi-in<nite sequence of complex numbers
(: : : ; s−1; s0; s1; s2; : : :). The machine itself may be associated to a =owchart.
Nodes in the =owchart may be of <ve di>erent types. A Computation Node is
associated to a <xed polynomial in variables si, and operates by replacing the value
of s0 by the value of its associated polynomial. A Decision Node is also associated to
a polynomial g in the si’s, and allows the machine to branch on equality g(s)= 0. A
Fifth Node operates by shifting the variables si to the right (si+1← si for all i) or to
the left (si−1← si for all i). An Input Node and an Output node provide an embedding
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(resp. projection) of the input space into the state space (resp. of the state space into
the output space). The reader is referred to [4] for a formal de<nition.
The model of complexity over C presents striking similarities with the classical (Tur-
ing) model of complexity (see [8–10] for a discussion). Decision problems, complexity
classes and the P =NP conjecture are de<ned exactly as in the classical theory.
This paper is about lower bounds for certain decision problems over C. As in
the classical complexity theory, a decision problem is a subset X of the input space
(here, the space of all <nite sequences of complex numbers). A machine decides the
problem X if it outputs 0 if and only if the input x belongs to X , and it outputs 1
otherwise.
Below, we will provide lower bounds for the complexity of deciding, given x, if
pd(x)= 0 for some explicit polynomials pd.
A related problem is to give lower bounds for the evaluation of explicit polynomials.
This has been an active subject of research since [11]. See [6] for modern developments
and for bibliographical remarks. More recent results appeared in [1] and [2].
Most of those bounds use the Ostrowsky model of computation [6, p. 6]: sum and
multiplication by an algebraic constant are free, and the complexity of a computation for
a polynomial f(x) is the number of non-scalar multiplications, i.e., of multiplications of
two polynomials in the variable x. For instance, Horner’s rule for a degree d polynomial
requires d non-scalar multiplications.
All those bounds apply trivially to the complexity of evaluating polynomials by a
‘machine over C’ as de<ned in [4], or to the (multiplicative-branching) complexity of
a computation tree for evaluating the same polynomial.
Little is known, however, about the application of those bounds to decision problems
(Over C, in the sense of [4], or by a decision tree as in [6, De<nition (4:19) p. 115].
In this de<nition, each node of a computation tree can perform one algebraic operation
or comparison, and therefore a natural measure of complexity is the depth of the tree).
This paper was motivated by the desire to gain new insights on the theory of NP-
completeness over C (See [4]). A decision problem in NP is essentially a collection of
algebraic sets presented in a certain way. We will show below that in certain particular
cases, there is an arithmetic invariant for decision problems that implies a lower bound
for their deterministic complexity.
In this paper, only decision problems of the form below will be considered: Let
X ⊆N×C, and let Xd= {x∈C : (d; x)∈X }. Typically, d is the problem size and
#Xd6d. One can think of X as the disjoint union of the zero-set of a family of poly-
nomials of degree 6d, where d∈N. The two following forms of a decision problem
are natural in this setting:
Problem 1. For any <xed d, decide whether x∈Xd.
Problem 2. Decide whether (d; x)∈X .
Problem 1 is non-uniform, in the sense that we allow a di>erent machine over C
or a di>erent decision tree to be used for each value of d. However, we want a
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bound on the running time or on the multiplicative complexity of the tree, as a function
of d.
Problem 2 is uniform. It is harder than Problem 1, in the sense that it cannot be
solved by a decision tree, since #Xd can be arbitrarily large. It requires a machine over
C, that will eventually branch according to the value of d.
Lower bounds for Problem 1 are also lower bounds for Problem 2.
A trivial, topological lower bound for Problems 1 and 2 when #Xd=d is log2 d.
Sharper known bounds come from the ‘Canonical Path’ argument, see [4, Section 2:5]:
Let f be a univariate polynomial. The complexity of deciding f(x)= 0 is bounded
below by the minimum of the complexity of evaluating g(x), where g ranges over the
non-zero multiples of f.
If one assumes some property of f that propagates to its multiples g, then one
eventually obtains sharper, non-trivial lower bounds.
The main result in this paper is Lemma 1 below. We will give conditions on the
roots of f that will provide lower bounds for the evaluation of g. Essentially, we will
require a subset of the roots to be rapidly growing. This will imply a rapid growth
property for the coePcients of g. Then, the results of [1, 2] imply a lower bound for
the complexity of evaluating g. Thus we will be able to construct speci<c polynomials
that are hard to decide in the non-uniform sense, viz.
Lower bound 1. The set X = {(d; x)∈Z×C : x=22di ; 16i6d}, cannot be decided in
time polylog(d) in the setting of Problem 1.
Lower bound 2. The set Y = {(d; x)∈Z×C :pd(x)= 0}, where pd(t)= ∑di=0 22d(d−i) ti,
cannot be decided in time polylog(d) in the setting of Problem 1.
In a more classical computer-science language, we can de<ne the input size of some
(d; x) as log d. This means that the integer d is represented in binary notation, while
variable x can contain an arbitrary complex number. In that case, ‘time polylog(d) in
the setting of Problem 1’ can be rephrased as P=poly. The lower bounds above become
now : X =∈P=poly and Y =∈P=poly.
Non-uniform lower bounds 1 and 2 can be compared to the following easier, uniform
lower bound:
Lower bound 3. The set Z = {(d; x)∈Z×C : qd(x)= 0}, where qd(t)= ∑di=0 22i ti,
cannot be decided in time polylog(d) in the setting of Problem 2.
This means that the set Z , where d is represented in binary notation and x is a
complex number, does not belong to P over C.
Thanks to Pascal Koiran, JosQe Luis Montan˜a, Luis Pardo, Steve Smale and three
anonymous referees for their suggestions and comments.
Lower bound 1 was obtained independently by Baur and Halupczok in [3] using a
di>erent technique.
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2. Background and notations
We will need a few basic facts of valuation theory (See Chapters I and II of [7] for
background).
If K is a number <eld, then for any x∈K , the fractional ideal (x) can be factorized
uniquely as a product of prime ideals of K , say
(x) = pr11 p
r2
2 · · · prkk ; (1)
with ri ∈Z. (See [7, I, Section 6]). For a <xed prime ideal p1 of the ring of integers
of K , we can de<ne the function = p1 :K→N by setting (x)= r1 as in formula (1)
when p1 appears in the decomposition of (x), and 0 otherwise.
For instance, if K =Q, we may de<ne
2
(
2n
p
q
)
= n; (2)
where it is assumed that 2, p and q are pairwise relatively prime.
Two immediate properties of the function  are that
(xy) = (x) + (y);

(∑
i
xi
)
¿ min
i
((xi))
with equality when the minimum is attained for only one value of i.
The function  is also well-behaved with respect to <eld extensions. Let K and L
be number <elds, and let p be a prime ideal in the ring of integers of K . The ideal p
can be decomposed as a product of prime ideals in the ring of integers of L:
p = be11 b
e2
2 · · · benn :
Each ei is called the rami<cation index of bi over p. It follows that for any x∈K ,
e1p(x)= b1 (x). In that sense, we will consider b1 as an ‘extension’ of p to L.
For instance, if K =Q and L=Q[
√
2], then we may extend 2 to L by
√2(
√
2
k
p=q)= k. In this example, e1 = 2, so 2(x)= 2√2(x) for all x∈K .
Denition 1. Let g=
∑d
i=0 gix
i be a degree d polynomial with coePcients in some
<nite extension K of Q. Let p be a prime ideal in the ring of integers of K , and let p
be a prime ideal of K . The Newton diagram of g at p is the (lower) convex hull of
the set {(i; p(gi)); i=0 · · ·d}.
We can take K to be the splitting <eld of g, so that the notation () makes sense
for  a root of g. (Up to rescaling, this is the same as the Newton diagram of g at
q, where q is a prime ideal in the ring of integers of Q[g0; : : : ; gd], and q divides p.)
The basic property of Newton diagrams used here is the following.
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Proposition 1. Suppose that 1; : : : ; d are the roots of a univariate polynomial g∈
K[x] and that = b where b is a prime ideal of K[1; : : : ; d]. Let the roots of g be
ordered so that
(1)¿ · · ·¿ (d)
and let the increasing sequence ij assume the values 0; d and all the values of i where
(i) ¿ (i+1):
Then the sharp corners of the Newton diagram of g at b are precisely the points
of the form (ij; (gij)) for all j.
Moreover; the slope of the segment [(ij−1; (gij−1 )); (ij; (gij))] is precisely −(ij).
If b happens to divide a prime ideal p of K with rami<cation factor e, then the
Newton diagram of g at b is a rescaling (by e) of the Newton diagram of g at p.
Proof of Proposition 1. Let i(x1; : : : ; xd) be the ith elementary symmetric function,
i.e. i(x)=
∑
S
∏
j∈S xj where S ranges over all the subsets of {1; : : : ; n} with exactly
i elements. Let ij−1¡k¡ij. Writing
gij−1 = ±gdd−ij−1 (1; : : : ; d);
gk = ±gdd−k(1; : : : ; d);
gij = ±gdd−ij (1; : : : ; d)
one can pass to the  by
(gij−1 ) = (gd) + (ij−1+1) + · · ·+ (d);
(gk)¿ (gd) + (k+1) + · · ·+ (d);
(gij) = (gd) + (ij+1) + · · ·+ (d):
Subtracting, one obtains
(gij)− (gij−1 ) =−(ij−1+1)− · · · − (ij)
=−(ij − ij−1)(ij);
(gij)− (gk)6−(k+1)− · · · − (ij)
6−(ij − k)(ij):
This concludes the proof.
3. Uniform lower bounds
We can now prove Lower Bound 3.
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Proof of Lower bound 3. Let 2 be as in Eq. (2). Let  be an extension of 2 to the
splitting <eld of qd. We assume that  is scaled such that e12 = , for some rami<cation
index e1 ∈N∗. The Newton diagram of qd at  is {(i; e12i) : 06i6d}. (This last set is
convex, since the points lie on the curve y=2x and this curve is convex). Therefore,
there is a unique root  of qd that minimizes ().
Since qdd−1 = (−
∑
i)qdd, where the sum ranges over all the roots, we have
(qdd−1) = (q
d
d) + min (i) = (q
d
d) + ():
Replacing by the actual values of the coePcients, one gets
() = −e12d−1: (3)
Now, suppose that there is a machine M that decides qd(t)= 0 in time polylog(d).
One can assume without loss of generality that this machine has no constant but 0
and 1. Let its running time be bounded by T = a(log d)b.
Let us <x d¿2+T 2. We will derive a contradiction.
Let g(x)=
∑
gpxp be the polynomial de<ning the canonical path (recall that d is
<xed now, so this is the path followed by generic t ∈C). It can be computed in time
6T 2, so we have the following bounds
deg g6 2T
2
;
06 (gp)6 e12T
2
:
Since  is also a root of g, there are coePcients gi and gj, i = j, such that
(j − i)() = (gi)− (gj): (4)
Thus, |()|6|(gi)|+ |(gi)|. This implies
|()|6 e121+T 2 ¡ e12d−1:
Replacing by Eq. (3), one obtains 2d−1¡2d−1, a contradiction.
4. Non-uniform lower bounds
Lemma 1. Let g= g(t)=
∑D
i=0 git
i be a degree D polynomial with algebraic coe?-
cients. Let = p where p is a prime ideal in the ring of integers of the splitting @eld
of g. Suppose that there are roots j of g; j=1 : : : d; such that the following holds:
1: (d)¿1;
2: (j)¿2D(j+1); for 16j6d− 1.
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Then g cannot be evaluated in less than
L¿
√
d
28 log2 (D + 1)
− 1
multiplications.
The hypotheses of Lemma 1 need only be checked for  de<ned on Q[1; : : : ; d].
This will imply items 1 and 2 for any extension ′ of , since ′= e in Q for some
<xed rami<cation index e∈N; e¿1.
Proof of Lemma 1. We will <rst assume that (gl)= 0 for a certain value of l spec-
i<ed below. Then we will derive a lower bound L′ in this particular case. Since any
polynomial can be brought to the particular case at the cost of one extra multiplication
(by g−1l ), we will obtain also a lower bound L¿L
′−1 for the complexity of evaluation
in the general case.
Let $1; : : : ; $D be the roots of g, and assume they are ordered in such way that
($1)¿ · · ·¿ ($D):
For i∈{1; : : : ; d}, let ji be minimal such that
(i) ¿ ($ji+1) or ji =D:
Also, let ki be maximal such that
($ki) ¿ (i) or ki =0:
Under that notation, the roots of g satisfy, for ki =0 and ji =D:
($ki) ¿ ($ki+1)(= (i)) = · · · = ($ji) ¿ ($ji+1)
and the points (ki; ($ki)) and (ji; ($ji)) correspond to some of the “sharp corners” of
the Newton diagram of g at p.
From Proposition 1, we have the following identity
(gki)− (gjd) =
jd∑
l=ki+1
($l):
Since we ordered the $l’s so that ($l) is non-increasing, and since we took ($jd)=
(d)¿1, all the terms in the right-hand side satisfy: (i)¿($l)¿1, so we have the
bound
(ji − ki)(i)6 (gki)− (gjd)6 (D − ki)(i):
We assume that g was scaled so that (gjd)= 0. Therefore, we can simply write
(i)6 (gki)6 D(i):
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Hence, for i=1; : : : ; d− 1
(gki)¿
(i)
D(i+1)
(gki+1)¿ 2(gki+1):
Also, (gkd)= (gkd) − (gjd) ¿ (d) ¿ 1. Thus for i=1; : : : ; d − 1, (gki)¿∑d
l=i+1 (gkl). It follows that
#
{
d∑
j=1
sj(gkj); sj ∈ {0; 1}
}
= 2d;
and thus
#
{
D∑
l=1
sl(gl); sl ∈ {0; 1}
}
¿ 2d:
Hence
#
{

(∏
s∈S
gs
)
; S ⊂ {0; : : : ; D}
}
¿ 2d;
and <nally
%(g) = #
{ ∑
S⊂{0;:::;D}
&S
∏
s∈S
gs; &S ∈ {0; 1}
}
¿ 22
d
:
By Lemma 1 in [1] or by Lemma 4 in [2],
%(g)6 2(D+1)
28L′2
and hence, taking logs
(D + 1)28L
′2
¿ 2d:
Taking logs again
28L′2 ¿
d
log2 (D + 1)
;
and hence
L′ ¿
√
d
28 log2 (D + 1)
:
We remove now the assumption (gjd)= 0, at the cost of one extra multiplication
L¿ L′ − 1¿
√
d
28 log2 (D + 1)
− 1:
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Note: Lemma 1 in [1] is slightly more general than Lemma 4 in [2]. However, using
Lemma 4 in [2] it is possible to replace all the appearances of the number 28 in the
statement and proof of Lemma 1 above by the number 21.
Proof of Lower Bound 2. Let  an extension of 2 to the splitting <eld of p. Let e1 be
the corresponding rami<cation index, so that = e12 on Q. We see from its Newton
diagram that the polynomial p has distinct roots 1; : : : ; d with
(i)= e1(2d(d−i+1) − 2d(d−i)) = e12d(d−i)(2d − 1):
So we have (d)= e1(2d − 1)¿1, and
(i)=(i+1) = 2d: (5)
Assume that there are a; b such that for each d, there is a machine M over C
deciding p(t)= 0 in time T = a(log d)b. Its generic path is de<ned by a polynomial
g(t) of degree 62T .
Let us <x d¿28(T + 1)3. In particular d¿T+1. We are in the conditions of
Lemma 1, where D=2T . From that Lemma, it follows that
T ¿
√
d
28 log2 (2T + 1)
− 1¿
√
d
28(T + 1)
− 1:
Hence
28(T + 1)3 ¿ d;
contradicting our choice of d.
Eq. (5) holds trivially in the proof of Lower bound 1. The rest of the proof is
verbatim the same.
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